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Losing It-Alyson Belle 2017-09-26 Mike is enjoying being a girl so much that he can't keep straight whether he's Mike or Mikala anymore, and now that he's
blurring the lines between Virtnet and reality with his boyfriend Chuck, he needs to learn a few things about femininity. Good thing for him that his mistress
Amy is happy to teach, starting with a very personal lesson on proper lingerie selection!But Amy isn't the only one paying attention to the new girl in town:
Christy Parker, Chuck's ex-girlfriend, has begun poking around where she doesn't belong and asking some uncomfortable questions. When she demands that
Mike help her figure out the real identity of this Mikala, Mike is faced with an impossible decision that leaves him in a very, very compromising position.The
action is hotter than ever this time, and the questions are stacking up! How is Mike going to get out of this one before the whole school learns his humiliating
secret?
Dam Safety Evaluation-S.P. Kaushish 2002-01-01 Topics covered in these proceedings include the importance of dam safety; data review, investigation and
analysis; hydrologic safety, flood estimation and automation of flood warning system; instrumentation; monitoring systems in new and existing dams; seismic
aspects; design and construction innovation; numerical analysis; risk analysis; dam-break studies; emergency action plan; lessons from incidents and failures;
rehabilitation and upgrading of existing dams; use of RCC; foundations: problems and solutions; control structures; gates; and isotope techniques in seepage
evaluation.
What Has Nature Ever Done For Us?-Tony Juniper 2013-01-10 From Indian vultures to Chinese bees, Nature provides the 'natural services' that keep the
economy going. From the recycling miracles in the soil; an army of predators ridding us of unwanted pests; an abundance of life creating a genetic codebook
that underpins our food, pharmaceutical industries and much more, it has been estimated that these and other services are each year worth about double global
GDP. Yet we take most of Nature's services for granted, imagining them free and limitless ... until they suddenly switch off. This is a book full of immediate,
impactful stories, containing both warnings (such as in the tale of India's vultures, killed off by drugs given to cattle, leading to an epidemic of rabies) but also
the positive (how birds protect fruit harvests, coral reefs protect coasts from storms and how the rainforests absorb billions of tonnes of carbon released from
cars and power stations). Tony Juniper's book will change whole way you think about life, the planet and the economy
Chasing Nikki-Lacey Weatherford 2012-02-27 Chasing Nikki, #1 Young Adult Contemporary Romance from bestselling author Lacey Weatherford. Reviews: "Do
whatever you need to do so you can sit UNINTERRUPTED and devour this book. Chase Walker is incredible. This story is AMAZING, POWERFUL, and
something that will tug so hard on your heartstrings, you will walk away CHANGED for the better." ~ The Bookish Snob "Heartfelt & Inspiring!" ~ Midnight
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Magic Book Reviews Overview: A broken heart. A troubled past. An unexpected romance that changes everything. Will love and trust be enough to overcome
the ultimate test? Chasing Nikki Extended Description: Chase Walker used to be a good kid--charming, athletic, and with a bright future ahead, but that was
before travesty struck his life, sinking him into deep despair. Caught up in a world of drugs and alcohol, he doesn't notice time slipping away until he's arrested
for underage drinking one night. Fed up with watching her son destroy his life, Chase's mom relocates him to live in a small ranching community with his exmilitary grandfather. Chase is far from happy about the situation until he meets, Nikki, the cute cheerleader who won't give football players like him the time of
day. Chase enjoys a good challenge though and sets out to claim Nikki for his own. He soon discovers she's more than a pretty face--she's a balm to his troubled
spirit also. But when tragedy strikes Nikki's life too, suddenly Chase finds himself put to the ultimate test. Can he trust Nikki, and all that she's taught him? Will
it be enough?
Chased Dreams-Lacey Weatherford 2014-05-24 Sequel to Amazon Top 100 Best Teen Book of the Year 2012, Chasing Nikki and Finding Chase. Review: Lacey
and Chase have created a story that is timeless and heartwarming. They truly know how to create a story about love and loss, while doing the series justice and
ending it brilliantly! –Lisa Markson, The Paranormal Bookworm Overview: Dreams may come, and Dreams may go. But some Dreams are meant to be Chased.
Blurb: Dreams of the future, dreams of love and happiness, dreams of being able to move on and get past the heartache that still resides in his soul, Chase
Walker believes things are finally starting to look up. But are they really? When Chase suffers a devastating injury on the football field, his life is thrown into a
tailspin once again. Feeling like he’s lost his identity, he struggles with keeping his relationship with Brittney from falling apart, while also trying to find out
who he really is inside. But when dreams from the past resurface, causing old feelings to rise anew and clash with the life he’s living now, Chase is left to
wonder if all he really has left is Chased Dreams.
Silent City-Alex Segura 2016-03-15 "The new George Pelecanos is here." — Son of Spade Pete Fernandez is a mess. He's on the brink of being fired from his
middle-management newspaper job. His fiancée has up and left him. Now, after the sudden death of his father, he's back in his hometown of Miami, slowly
drinking himself into oblivion. But when a co-worker he barely knows asks Pete to locate a missing daughter, Pete finds himself dragged into a tale of murder,
drugs, double-crosses and memories bursting from the black heart of the Miami underworld - and, shockingly, his father's past. Making it up as he goes and
stumbling as often as he succeeds, Pete's surreptitious quest becomes the wake-up call he's never wanted but has always needed - but one with deadly
consequences. Welcome to Silent City, a story of redemption, broken friendships, lost loves and one man's efforts to make peace with a long-buried past to save
the lives of the few friends he has left. SILENT CITY is a gritty, heartfelt debut novel that harkens back to classic P.I. tales, but infused with the Miami that only
Alex Segura knows.
Fallen Hunter: A Jesse McDermitt Novel-Wayne Stinnett 2014-01 Jesse's back in this exciting sequel to Fallen Palm. Grieving over the loss of his wife to
terrorists, Jesse's been holed up on his island home for months, numbing his mind and body with endless, mundane tasks. A friend comes to him asking Jesse to
help her dad who's been pressured into running drugs for a Cuban smuggler. Jesse finds out the smuggler is also an arms merchant for Hezbollah, the terrorist
organization responsible for his wife's death. Once again, Jesse looks to settle the score. Fast boats, beautiful underwater scenery, and blazing guns abound in
this fast paced romp through the Caribbean, with stops in Cuba, Key West, and Cozumel, Mexico.
A Few Kind Words and a Loaded Gun-Razor Smith 2005-04 Brutal and violent, this tell-all is a personal account of the life of Razor Smith and the world in which
he lived, where ruthlessness, viciousness, and savagery are prized and admired. In prison more than half of his life for assaults and armed robberies, Smith
became confined in a peculiar kind of hell from which his only route of escape was to master the art of writing. His book shows us a face of crime not often
encountered in run-of-the-mill true-crime books: a face as tender and intimate as a lover's, yet as frightening as a killer's. Powerfully written from beginning to
end, this is an extraordinarily vivid account of how a kid from South London became a career criminal, a blistering indictment of a system that brutalized young
offenders, and an unsentimental acknowledgment of the adrenaline-fueled thrills of the criminal life. Shocking, fascinating, and horrifying, it also reveals Smith
as one of the most talented writers of his generation.
The Jade Bone Jar-William E. Wallace 2014-03-05 A war profiteer, a missing girl and a precious antiquity: Mickey Lynch, private eye, is up to his armpits in
intrigue and murder in 1947 Oakland, California. While checking the background of a millionaire tapped for a White House job, Lynch, a former U.S. Marine
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and Honolulu cop, discovers a real estate scam, political corruption, drugs and treason. He crosses paths with a U.S. Marshal, two crooked FBI agents and a
mysterious Brazilian who is a martial arts expert. At the same time, he has to disprove allegations he conspired to commit perjury in a “Dear John” homicide
case.As his investigation proceeds, he learns one reason why 127,000 Japanese-Americans were rounded up and imprisoned on the U.S. West Coast during the
war, and uncovers a plot to wipe out the African-American blues and jazz scene in Bohemian West Oakland.And Lynch discovers that the object that ties all
these threads together is a 600-year-old relic of feudal Japan: a funerary urn made of precious gemstone: the Jade Bone Jar!
The Dirty Divorce-Miss K P 2014-01-21 Sanchez family heirs Juan and Denie grow up repeating the same cycle their father Rich started while someone from the
past plots revenge and seeks the ruin of the Sanchez empire.
DEVIL's TEMPLE-Nikolaus Baker 2020-04-20 An enormous creature burst out from a turbulent storm, a thing born unto the wing high in the air featherless,
huge and black and completely bare. DEATH was the beasts' name. Uttering an unearthly high-pitched scream, opened to full wingspan wider than an aircraft
and navigated over this new landmass with ease. Where DEATH flew, death followed.
Fallen Palm-Wayne Stinnett 2019-02-11
Wicked Ambition-Victoria Fox 2013-06-01 For Robin, Turquoise and Kristin, the spotlight shines brightly. They've reached the glittering heights of stardom, and
are adored the world over. But in the shadows lies the truth... An exposé could be their end...because not everyone is happy about their success. Not everyone
wants the best for them. Some people want to reveal the real stories behind the luxury parties and gorgeous men, and bring their dazzling worlds crashing to
the ground.
Kiss Heaven Goodbye-Tasmina Perry 2011 Four friends leave behind a dark secret on a paradise island in the Sunday Times Top Ten bestselling novel from
Tasmina Perry. It was supposed to be the perfect summer... On the idyllic island of Angel Cay, four close friends celebrate the end of their exams, but one dark
night will change their innocent lives for ever. As the years pass and each pursues success in different fields - music, fashion, politics -- they try to put the past
behind them. But no matter how high their stars climb, they cannot escape the dreadful truth. And when the consequences of that fateful night finally catch up
with them, for one of the four, there is a terrible price to be paid... Tasmina Perry's mesmerising new novel, THE LAST KISS GOODBYE, is coming September
2015.
West of Wawa-Lisa De Nikolits 2011 Emotionally battered and bruised, 29-year-old Australian immigrant Benny is looking for escape, not redemption. Escape
from herself and the dismal failures of her life: her first solo art exhibition is panned by critics and her husband left her for an Andy Warhol look-alike. Isolated
from her family, her career as an abstract artist in ruins, she comes to Canada and finds solace working eighteen hours a day as a graphic designer in a
disreputable agency. Numbing her pain with hard work, she self-medicates with prescription meds, and becomes involved in a series of increasingly dubious
relationships with ill-suited unreliable men who lead her into danger. Cutting off all ties with normalized daily routines, Benny leaves her job and sets off on a
road trip adventure across Canada, hoping she will discover who she wants to be and where she wants to be it. During the bus trip she discovers junk food,
cigarettes, hash and drinks a lot of alcohol. She confuses sexual attraction with love in a series of relationships with loser bad boys and continues to put herself
in destructive, potentially dangerous situations. Hardcore, she travels for the most part by Greyhound bus, sinking deeper into the underbelly of a world that
offers her the anonymity she seeks. Funny, aggressive, fearless and vulnerable, Benny is a road-warrior with a backpack of opiates, a map and a guileless sense
of naiveté. In seventy-two days, she travels nearly ten thousand miles overland and more by flight and train; she’s a determined modern-day pioneer. This
coming-of-age novel is narrated with wry humour and filled with a cast of engaging characters. A tale of sexual adventure and feminist learning, Benny looks for
escape but emerges a heroine instead; with mistakes, epiphanies and friendships helping forge her a home and a sense of identity in the true North.
Roped-SJD Peterson 2014-05-12 Tek was cultivated from birth to lead the Crimson Eight motorcycle gang; and Jamie fated to be his second. Their love could get
them killed.
Hollywood Sinners-Victoria Fox 2011 POWER Marriage to Hollywood heartthrob Cole Steel secured Lana Falcon a glittering place on the red carpet. But
running from a wicked past she has trapped herself in a gilded cage the price of freedom. . . her soul? REVENGE Kate diLaurentis's career is fading as quickly
as her looks. . . What could be worse than discovering her husband's latest mistress is Hollywood's hottest starlet? Her only option the most shocking revenge.
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LUST Chloe French's innocent beauty has captured a million hearts, but no one's warned her of the dangerous, dark temptation of rock star Nate - will lust
destroy her? GREED Las Vegas King, Robert St Louis's fairytale wedding to Sin City's richest heiress is tabloid gold. . . But scandal circles like a vulture - dirty
secrets are about to be exposed! BETRAYAL From the deepest desires come the deadliest deeds. . . and these four couples are about to pay for their sins. . .
Sexy. Sensational. . . Sinfully good. If you love Jackie Collins, then you ll devour Victoria Fox!
Temptation Island-Victoria Fox 2012-06-01 WELCOME TO PARADISE Only the rich are invited. . . only the strongest survive Fame. Money. Success. Lori wants
them, Aurora is being destroyed by them and Stevie’s got them at her best friend’s expense. These three women are drawn unwittingly to the shores of
Temptation Island, all looking for their own truth.
Private Lives-Tasmina Perry 2011-08-04 Rumours can be deadly... In Private Lives, escape with Sunday Times bestseller Tasmina Perry into an intoxicating
world where games are played to mask the truth, where there is no one you can trust, and where being too good at your job can put your life in danger. Perfect
for fans of Tasmina Perry's The Pool House and those who loved the hit TV show Riviera. 'Exotic, decadent, sexy and full of surprising twists... Irresistible' Closer A young associate with a top media law firm in London, Anna Kennedy is the lawyer to the stars, hiding their sins from the hungry media. But when Anna
fails to prevent a damaging story being printed about heart-throb movie actor Sam Charles she finds herself fighting to save not only his reputation, but also her
own. Soon Anna uncovers a scandal more explosive than even Sam's infidelities. A party girl is already dead and those responsible are prepared to silence
anyone who stands in their way. Not least a pretty young lawyer who knows too much... What readers are saying about Private Lives: 'For a surprisingly
intelligent read that is still glamorous and full of deliciously scandalous goings-on this is perfect' 'I was drawn in from the very first dramatic scene and my
attention didn't waver throughout' 'This is the best book that I have read in a long, long time'
Tales from the Trails of a Rock 'n' Roll Bus Driver-Jerry Fitzpatrick 2012-05-01 Combining life-in-the-limelight stories and personal life experiences, Jerry
Fitzpatrick shares his journeys of driving legendary entertainers and their crews. From rock musicians to women wrestlers, Fitzpatrick has worked with the
best (and most notorious) performers. In a conversational tone laced with humor, Fitzpatrick gives his accounts of colorful rock 'n' roll stories, both from on and
off the stage. You'll also discover tales of redemption, love, happiness and sadness. Fitzpatrick has been privileged to work with a variety of artists and their
crews - from Barbara Mandrell, Queensryche and The Grateful Dead to Courtney Love, Emmylou Harris, Eddie Murphy and many more. Come along for the ride
and see for yourself!
The Witchdoctor's Bones-Lisa De Nikolits 2014-04 Everyone knows someone who has been abused by a doctor and this book, a moving true story, is about the
devastating impact of sexual abuse and one woman's steely determination to recover and find justice. Sky Curtis is a successful writer who goes to her family
doctor for anxiety resulting from childhood trauma. Like many vulnerable women in doctors' offices, she is horrifically abused, emotionally and sexually. And,
like many women who are abused by their doctors, she loses her career, friends, savings, religion, family relationships, and her mind. She almost loses her life.
After her roller coaster recovery from the dark wells of fear, pain and madness, she reports the doctor. She then encounters infuriating prejudice against
women in the legal system and the media. Despite this, Sky triumphs at many levels, winning in an arena where women rarely do, consequently getting back all
that she had lost, plus more; a sense of self. Doctored is a sometimes hilarious and sometimes enraging story woven together with compellingly poetic images.
This book will help the many women who have suffered doctor abuse. It will also help others understand the impact of this awful betrayal of trust. Doctored is a
bold and important book that breaks through the protective barriers surrounding the medical profession.
The Hungry Mirror-Lisa De Nikolits 2010 An engaging novel about body image, eating disorders, diet myths and the big fat fabrications and lies that the media
forces us to swallow. A compelling, entertaining story infused with fascinating little-known facts about ancient goddesses, curious New Age remedies, the
foibles of modern-day celebrities and the truth about retouched images in the world of fashion magazines, from which so much self-body-hatred comes. A story
of compassionate vulnerability and determined empowerment. The Hungry Mirror is the fictional tale of a young woman overwhelmed. Lured by false promise
and seeking fickle social acceptability, she starves herself and fast becomes trapped when seeming-sanctuary proves a cage of addictions walled by self-hatred
and filled with doubt. Within the context of fashion magazines, the young woman is both participant and observer in the perpetuation of the myth of beauty; the
retouched images, the impossible standards that ordinary women are expected to follow and achieve. A firsthand account of the role of the media in the war
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with body image, this is the story of everywoman and the relentless ghosts that pursue her. Increasingly ill, her marriage cold, her family well-intentioned
enablers of mistaken social belief, the young woman realizes the choice is hers; to live or die. The work encompasses the complex friendships between women,
the unspoken truths about marriage and sexuality as well as various religious and spiritual messages, ancient philosophies, fairytales and legends. In the end,
the young woman learns the true value of size zero is indeed nothing.
A Glittering Chaos-Lisa De Nikolits 2013 A German librarian decides to tag along with her husband to a conference in Las Vegas sparking a journey of selfdiscovery and sexual coming-of-age.
Hamsterdamned!-Adam Millard 2014-02 Amsterdam. The sex and drugs capital of the world. Where weed is legal and smoked alongside coffee in one of the
city's many koffiehuises. It's Mike's stag-do; one final weekend of debauchery before marrying - and along with four of his friends, he intends to paint the town
red. Unfortunately, they're not the only ones eager to paint the town red; six evil hamsters escape the delivery-truck and stumble upon a contaminated batch of
space-cake. With the euphoria they experience comes a side-effect none of them could have anticipated. The hamsters start to grow. Hamsterdamned! is the
action-packed and comical tale of gigantic rodents and sex-midgets; of one-legged prostitutes and inept Dutch policemen; of camaraderie and one man's fight to
stay alive so he can marry the woman of his dreams.
Bourbon & Blood-Garrard Hayes 2013-08-25 A terrifying and visceral suspense thriller that thrusts a war veteran struggling with bouts of post-traumatic stress
disorder into New York City's brutal crime underworld. When his girlfriend is suddenly kidnapped Bill must negotiate with cold-hearted killers to buy back her
freedom. Will money be enough or will they pay with their lives?
Benzo Land: How Doctors and Drug Companies Enslave Us-Richard Crasta 2017-07-11 Benzodiazepines, a class of tranquilizers and sleeping pills (including
Valium, Xanax, and Ambien), are dangerously addictive; the author, exposed to a range of Benzodiazepines, antidepressants, and psychiatrists, tells the story of
his unusual journey: for his own sake, for his friends, and for others who might wish to compare their own journeys with his.
The Killer's Art-Mari Jungstedt 2010-04-29 'One of Scandinavia's best crime writers' The Times It is a cold wintry morning in the picturesque port town of Visby
when art dealer Egon Wallin's battered and naked body is found hanging from a gate in the town's old city walls. His was a very public death, but who killed
him and why? As Inspector Knutas begins his investigation, Egon's secrets quickly begin to come to the surface. He died on the eve of leaving his wife. Is his
death a spurned lover's revenge? And when a painting by a new cause-célèbre artist is stolen from his gallery, more questions are raised. Another theft and
another death, this time in Stockholm, widens the search for the killer. As the police piece together the clues, one scandal is followed by another and Inspector
Knutas will discover that beneath the patina of glamour, the high-society world of art collecting hides many secrets - some worth killing for.
Cayenne Pepper Cures-Sharon Daniels 2012 If I had the time, I'd drive from house to house, shaking people out of their beds and telling them to wake up to the
miracles of cayenne. But I can't, so I've got the next best thing. This report, which I've been compiling for a while, is brimming with the fiery brilliance of
cayenne and all that I've found out about it. For example, cayenne has been known to cure 17 big diseases. It has been known to stop a heart attack in a matter
of minutes. It can sharpen your vision better than the most powerful contact lenses available. It can expand your arteries like anything, giving the blood room to
really flow and travel everywhere, from your arms (giving you strength) to your brain (giving you better brainpower). It can cure arthritis and much, much
more. If your heart can't pump enough blood to a certain area, take cayenne pepper. Because if you're on prescription medications, you could take up to a year
(or more!) to heal. But if you take cayenne, you could cut it down to a month or two. Did you know that if you take garlic in the right proportions, you can bring
your blood pressure back to normal in three months? Well, if you add cayenne, you could cut that down to three days. Cayenne can unclog your kidneys and
your sinuses, allow you to breathe freely and restore broken, bleeding gums to normal. Cayenne, in short, is a kitchen miracle. I owe my health to cayenne. I
hope that by reading this report, you soon will too.
A Spark before the Fire-Mima 2011-10-26 Jimmy Groome never really believed that his life was worth anything. An overweight and unpopular teen, it takes a
suicide attempt to bring a traumatic childhood experience into sharp focus. With some encouragement from family and a counselor, Jimmy picks up a guitar and
it quickly becomes obvious that he has a natural talent. After losing weight and joining a band, Jimmy goes from being a shy and insecure child to an outgoing
and self-destructive young adult. In a world where sex, drugs and rock n' roll go hand in hand Jimmy’s future is uncertain. In this prequel to Fire, we follow
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Jimmy Groome on his dark path, where he decides if he'll ignite the fire inside - or if he’ll let it burn out and fade away.
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